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INTRODUCTION

Ayn Rand, born either Alice or Alissa Rosenbaum
(sources do not agree) in st. Petersburg on February 2,
1905, lived a life of bourgeois comfort until the Soviets
took power.

The Communists nationalized her family's

business in 1917, forcing her father out and engendering in
Rand a lasting hatred for communism so intense that she
would later vociferously lambast the political system she
had fled.

Her experiences under repressive Soviet rule led

her to realize that she would never be allowed to live
freely and fulfill her intellectual ambitions in her
homeland, so she defected to the United States.
Providentially managing to obtain a visa to visit relatives
in Chicago, Rand fled Russia in 1926, intending never to
return.

She changed her name en route, adopting Ayn from a

Finnish writer (whom she had never read), and Rand from her
Remington-Rand typewriter.

Rand extended her stay in the

United States permanently and left Chicago almost
immediately in hope of fulfilling her lifetime ambition to
become a writer.

She took a job as a screenwriter in

Hollywood to hone her skills with the English language by
working on the outlines for silent movies and eventually
penned a few unimpressive screenplays for "talkies."
her employment at the DeMille studios, Rand met Frank

During
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O'Connor, an aspiring actor who worked as an extra with her
in The King of Kings.

The two fell almost instantly in love

and married in 1929.
Rand and O'Connor were an unlikely pair.

Critic James

T. Baker characterizes O'Connor as a "handsome, passive,
non-intellectual fellow, liked by all, alcoholic, a person
who accepted his lot in life without bitterness" (6).

While

he was physically Rand's ideal--tall, slender, dashing--he
was no John Galt come-to-life, though Rand always swore he
was.

''Every hero was modeled after him" (D 11), she claimed

in O'Connor's New York Times obituary.

. R�nd and O'Connor

scraped for work, holding a variety of stop-gap jobs before
achieving financial security with the movie sale of The
Fountainhead in 1944.
Rand's career as a novelist began in 1936 with the
completion of We the Living.

Set in Soviet Russia� it is

marginally autobiographical; the heroine, Kira, leads a life
under Soviet rule which matches Rand's life, though as
critic Mimi Reisel Gladstein carefully distinguishes, "Not
literally, . . . but intellectually" (40).

In 1938 she

produced Anthem, set in a world where rampant socialism has
all but annihilated individuality.

Neither novel drew much

notice until her later popularity piqued interest in her
early writing.

Her first commercially successful novel, The

Fountainhead, which appeared in 1943, is widely popular even
today and is one of her two best-known works.

The other,
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Atlas Shrugged, published in 1957, was the last novel Rand
wrote.

Gladstein contends that it presents "the most heroic

female protagonist in American fiction:

Dagny Taggart"

( 3 8) •

Nathaniel Branden, allegedly Rand's lover for over a
decade, records that she claimed:
any possible flaws eliminated .

"Dagny is myself, with
. Dagny is myself

without a moment of exhaustion" (Judgement 82).

Dagny

resembles Rand in all but the physical, being strong-willed,
intelligent, capable, independent, yet still a man
worshipper.

Both Dagny and Rand are psyc�ologically

androgynous, as an examination of the biological,
psychological, and stereotypical characteristics of
masculinity and femininity reveals.

Rand made Dagny

androgynous (a combination of masculine and feminine traits,
and ideally the best of both), declaring:

"I suppose, as a

writer, I'm not really interested in women, except in
relationship to the men.

It's man I want to write about-

the ideal" (Judgement 113).

In creating an ideal heroine to

play off against the four male heroes (Galt, d'Anconia,
Rearden, and Danneskjold), she imparted stereotypically
masculine traits like ambition, force of personality, and
inner strength--all qualities appropriate to Dagny's role as
an effective captain of industry.

Yet she also made Dagny

traditionally feminine in being delicately beautiful and
longing for a man to whom she can yield completely.

Rand
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internalized the Freudian model of woman as being submissive
to the naturally dominant male.

Freud explained that this

model had arisen because female children realized early that
they lacked a penis, which he decided was universally
accepted as a symbol of power.

Because they recognized

either that they lacked a penis or that they possessed only
a tiny replica of one (the clitoris), female children were
supposed to feel their inherent inferiority to those who
possessed the organ of power.

Thus, they would naturally

assume a subordinate role to the superior male.
Interestingly, Rand only accepted the n�t�ral subordination
of woman to man when the man was the stronger and more
heroic and did not believe that any of the other
characteristics the Freudians associated with femininity
were necessary to the creation of an ideal female.

By

contrast, Rand's heroes are not androgynous since, being
men, they already embody perfection for Rand.

However, she

had to make her heroine, Dagny, partially masculine to
enable her to be heroic in Rand's world.
Although literary history contains other androgynous
figures, Dagny is part of a small group.

Most critics tend

to overlook the significance of having an individual female
succeed in a man's world by adopting male standards and yet
still be regarded as a woman by those who can accept her.
Rand accomplished in 1957 what Carolyn G. Heilbrun lamented
in 1979 that women would never manage to accomplish.

She
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used the achievement-oriented "male model" of "selfhood" to
create a female character (Reinventing 140).

While Rand was

alive, critics were unable to distance themselves from the
charismatic philosopher enough to objectively examine her
literary achievements; most later critics have ignored
Rand's writing altogether, dismissing it as cult fiction.
The few later serious critical studies on Rand's work have
either been too general or else have focused on her
philosophy, dismissing her novels as vehicles for her
moralizing.

Thus, the importance of Dagny Taggart's success

as an androgyne in the world of Atlas Shrugged has been
almost un�nimously overlooked.
Rand told friend and disciple Barbara Branden that she
created Dagny and all her heroic characters in the image of
Cyrus, the hero of "The Mysterious Valley," a French
children's serial comic written by Maurice Champagne
(Passion 12).

Gladstein proposes that "Cyrus inspired Rand

because he was symbolic of man as he could be if he lived
for the best that was in him, if he lived to his full
poten tial" (8).

She spent the rest of her life creating

male and female characters who embody this ideal because
such perfection does not exist in reality.

Rand adopted a

male paradigm for a female character because the society in
which she was raised offered very few female heroes, so her
concept of the hero was based on a man.
Dagny fulfilled Rand's psychological need to be as
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physically perfect as she believed she was mentally and
spiritually.

While their character traits are quite

similar, Rand was not particularly physically attractive and
was uncomfortable with her appearance because it was so far
from the ideal she desired.

Dissatisfaction with her

defects and constant disillusionment by those around her
caused her to wish to live in a world separate from her
mundane existence.

She needed enemies to fight who could be

effectively/toppled, people who thought and therefore
behaved as she wanted them to, and men who were so
powerfully moved by her beauty that they were unable to
control the ferocity of their desire for her.

Atlas

Shrugged, while embodying her philosophy of Objectivism,
also enabled Rand to flee the banalities of the real world,
and Dagny constitutes her principal means of escape.

Rand

was deeply anti-feminine in terms of the definition of
femininity accepted in her day, making it difficult for her
to form friendships with women.

She was known for making

antiwoman remarks and told Nathaniel Branden:
about women.

It doesn't interest me

wanted to be a man; not for a moment.

"You write

. I've never
Do you know why?

Because then I'd have to be in love with a woman."
(Judgement 113).

Dagny Taggart, as the embodiment of Rand's

philosophy and the projection of her desires also relates
badly to women, and is masculine in temperament.

Being a

misogynist, Rand had to make androgynous any female
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character she wished to use as a vehicle so that she could
identify with her.
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CHAPTER ONE

Androgyny has received continual literary treatment
throughout history, beginning with the early Greeks, and has
assumed many forms.

An understanding of the scientific and

societal definitions of androgyny is necessary to comprehend
fully the role of androgyny in literature in its various
permutations.

Characters manifest androgyny in different

ways, from the truly physically ambiguous (Shakespeare's
Ariel), to the cross-dresser attempting to change identity
either for sport (Shakespeare's Viola) or.from psychological
need (Faulkner's Drusilla Sartoris), to the character who
performs the role traditionally given the opposite sex (Ayn
Rand's Dagny Taggart).

As a result of the Women's

Liberation Movement, the last of these has become the most
common form of androgyny in modern works, although sex-role
exchanges or blurrings have appeared throughout Western
literature.
Ayn Rand's four novels unconsciously anticipated the
popularity of exploring strong female characters who assume
traditionally masculine characteristics and/or roles.

Her

most fully developed example of the strong female is Dagny
Taggart, heroine of Atlas Shrugged.

Dagny combines the

traditionally masculine traits necessary in a successful
executive with an undeniably feminine beauty and desire for
submission to the perfect man.

Rand presents her as an
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ideal psychologically androgynous character:

one who

manifests a combination of positive male and female traits
resulting in a well-balanced individual.
Physical androgyny, manifested by hermaphrodites, is
marked by the presence of both and male and female genitalia
on one body.

The presence of unquestionably male and female

traits makes hermaphroditism easily definable and
verifiable.

The definition and verification of

psychological androgyny are more problematic because
psychological traits are neither visible nor fixed.

Ellen

Piel Cook, PhD. in counseling psychology and author of
Psychological Androgyny, defines androgyny as "the blending
of positive masculine and feminine characteristics within a
given person" (2).

Because an androgyne might also manifest

a blend of negative characteristics, this definition is too
facile.

It raises several problems--primarily the

definition of masculine and feminine personality traits.
Research on the relationship between personality traits and
biology demonstrates that ''there is a complex interaction
between biology and environment in influencing response
patterns.

The evidence does suggest that sex hormones

predispose members of each sex to a readiness for certain
kinds of behavior .

. However, .

. these

predispositions can be partially or fully offset by
environmental influences" (Kaplan and Sedney 108).

Although

evidence exists for some degree of physical influence on
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personality trait development, the effects of socialization
are evidently much stronger.

Studies of hermaphrodites who

were socialized as male or female according to a
misinterpretation of ambiguous external manifestations of
gender (and against their genetically determined gender)
verify the primacy of socialization in this case.

The

subjects assumed sex roles according to how they were
treated by others, instead of automatically assuming the
role concomitant with their genetically determined sex.
Cook defines sex roles as a "wide range of diverse
personality traits, values, activity preferences, styles of
adornment and social interaction, and so on" (3), which are
formed on the basis of sex-role stereotypes.

She states

that these stereotypes "may or may not be accurate
descriptions of the actual characteristics of any one member
of the group

.

[and] tend to exaggerate or distort the

actual degree of difference" (3).

Therefore, although the

stereotypes are widely accepted and perpetuated, in turn
perpetuating unrealistic sex-roles, there is no scientific
evidence that they are either accurate or appropriate.
Thus we are left with the question of which traits are
masculine and which feminine, and who decides.

Since

psychologists have long debated this problem without
formulating a universally satisfactory answer, one must work
with the most logical definition.

Bearing in mind that the

definition of masculine and feminine traits depends on
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perspective, which derives from factors including gender,
culture, upbringing, and education, the most feasible
solution requires a list of characteristics based on the
sex-role stereotypes of the country in which Atlas Shrugged
is set (with the exception of the out-of-world Galt's Gulch
setting).

These are the qualities which the author would

have used to put her characters' actions in perspective.
such a list varies slightly from study to study, but the
core remains the same.
Cook's list of masculine and feminine characteristics
is thorough and in accordance with popular opinion on which
traits belong to which sex.

Her definition of masculinity,

for example, includes aggression, dominance,
competitiveness, adventurousness, ambition, leadership, and
assertion.

Men are also supposed to be logical, rational,

objective, decisive, unemotional, analytical, and
knowledgeable.

These aforementioned traits ostensibly

combine to make men worldly and self-confident, in addition
to being good in science and math.

Finally, men are assumed

to be strong, sexual, physical, and, perhaps most
importantly, successful (In what way is never specified.).
Simply stated, they are supposed to represent the opposite
of femininity (Cook 4).
Women, on the other hand, are supposed to be emotional,
sensitive, sensual, expressive, gentle, and quiet.
Ostensibly being more aware of others' feelings, they are
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thought to be tactful, nurturing, tender, intuitive, and
sympathetic.

They are also assumed to be cooperative,

helpful, warm, and interested in personal appearance and
beauty in general, likely because of their interest in
pleasing others.

Lastly, they are supposed to focus on home

and family and to be skilled in art and literature (Cook 4).
Certainly, it is rare that anyone would fit either profile
perfectly, although they represent the recognized
stereotypes in Western culture.

More likely, a person would

possess a combination of characteristics from both lists,
thus being to some degree definable as androgynous, a
possibility Freud admits and Jung proposes.
Freud, although more widely recognized as a proponent
of traditional Victorian submissiveness in women, admits in
his 1905 work Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality that
"In human beings pure masculinity or pure femininity is not
to be found either in a psychological or a biological sense.
Every individual on the contrary displays a mixture of the
character-traits belonging to his own and to the opposite
sex" (Kaplan and Sedney 185).

Such a blending of character

traits results from the childhood shifting of identification
with mother and father that children of each sex experience.
When children identify with a parent (same-sex or opposite),
Freud believes, they model their behavior on the parent's.
Since one normally identifies with both parents, one
experiences both gender roles.

Jung, too, believed that
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humans are inherently androgynous, but for different
reasons.

He proposed that everyone has a conscious and an

unconscious mind, the unconscious connected with a
collective unconscious.

The collective unconscious contains

archetypes, of which males possess an anima (female
archetype) and females possess an animus (male archetype).
The conscious mind functions in accordance with the physical
gender, but the other side of one's nature expresses itself
through the unconscious workings of the opposite-sex
archetype

(Papalia and Olds 461).

Despite the assertions of psychologists that androgyny
is inherent in human nature, as recently as 1976, women who
exhibit characteristics defined as masculine and men who
exhibit traits defined as feminine have been treated by
psychologists, and often by society, as deviants.

Even

today there remains a degree of societal prejudice against
women who do not adhere to the Freudian/Victorian stereotype
of femininity.

Studies of "masculine women," however,

reveal some interesting facts.

In their 1936 M-F �

(masculine-feminine trait) testing, the group of women
classified by researchers Lewis M. Terman and Catharine Cox
Miles as leaning toward masculinity were found to have an
above-average I.Q. and to be "of aggressive, independent
spirit; they are self-confident, well poised, and lacking in
fem inine emotionality" (333).

Although classified by the

researchers as deviants, these women exhibit the qualities
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necessary for success in traditionally male-dominated
business.

However, studies done by Althea Huston Stein and

Margaret M. Bailey in 1976 demonstrate that women are
"likely to express their achievement motivation in areas
that are defined as part of the traditional women's role,
particularly social skill" (243).

Though they possess

qualities which would enable them to succeed almost
anywhere, females who manifest supposedly masculine traits
still fear being classified as deviant.

Echoing Stein and

Bailey, Dorothy McBride Kipnis notes the tendency of women
to avoid "occupations or professions [which] bring status in
a given society" (96) and to seek social status as a
substitute (110).

The movement for women's liberation has

mitigated the prejudice against women and men expanding
traditional roles.
entrenched.

However, cultural stereotypes remain

Though androgyny has been around as long as

patriarchy (and matriarchy), the emphasis of Western
religions on the patriarchal ideal has deeply colored
American culture.
The treatment of androgyny in literature, Alexandra G.
Kaplan and Mary Anne Sedney note in Psychology and Sex
Roles, begins even before the early Greek writings with its
occasional appearance in religious texts (56).

Although a

prevalent theme in Eastern religions, androgyny was
displaced by patriarchy in the Western Judea-Christian
tradition (56).

Evidence of an androgynous God figure in
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the Bible exists, but centuries of translations referring to
God as male have obscured this fact.

In the West, androgyny

is only treated in the literature of small religious sects,
largely ignored by the major denominations.

The best early

treatment of androgyny in Western culture occurs in the
early Greek writings.

Carolyn G. Heilbrun's discussion of

these writings in Toward a Recognition of Androgyny
theorizes that ''in those works where the roles of the male
and female protagonist can be reversed without appearing
ludicrous or perverted...the androgynous ideal is present"
(Androgyny 10).

If the male and the female either have

switched traditional roles or are each playing roles which
could be appropriate for a male or a female, then they
demonstrate one sex assuming the role of the other or the
existence of roles which are not gender specific.
instances indicate androgyny.

Both

This situation arises,

Heilbrun points out, in Antigone, since if one switches the
roles of Antigone and Haemon, the plot becomes much more
conventional (Androgyny 9).

In Antigone, Teiresias, the

blind prophet who began as a man, became a woman for seven
years, and was transformed back into a man is an even more
obvious element of androgyny (Androgyny 11).
In the Middle Ages the androgyne appeared most often in
the role of female warrior.

Women were forced into more

traditionally masculine roles in real life, as men
frequently left for long periods of time on business or
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religious quests.

The women left behind often took over at

least part of the duties of running home, castle, or estate,
assuming authority.and power they were theoretically
supposed to be unfit to handle.

Females successfully

working within male frameworks inspired writers of this era
to explore the possibilities of women taking masculine
roles.

Joan of Arc--leading armies in the name of God--is

an extreme example of this experimental woman who appears in
literature of this time.

Many other female warriors arise

in literature of this general period, notably Bradamant,
Ariosto's heroine, and Spenser's Britomart, based on
Bradamant (Androgyny 27).

A physically androgynous

character who appears in this era is the hermaphrodite Venus
whom Spenser mentions in The Faerie Queen and several other
poems.

Heilbrun says of her that "veiled, she may be either

man or woman, and is both terrible and beautiful" (Androgyny
28)

Heilbrun examines several other permutations of the
role of androgyny in her analysis of its place in the works
of William Shakespeare.

She cites the appearance of role

switching fraternal male-female twins and the propensity for
one sex to dress as the other, assuming gender-appropriate
behavior while disguised (Androgyny 34).

Rosalind in As You

Like It, Julia and her maid Lucetta in Two Gentlemen of
Verona, Portia and her maid Narissa in The Merchant of
Venice, Viola in Twelfth Night, and several other cross-
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dressing characters people Shakespeare's plays.

His Ariel,

whom Heilbrun characterizes as "wholly androgynous"
(Androgyny 29) and who, being ambisexual, "quite surpasses
any sexual delineation" (Androgyny 29), represents the
ultimate figure of androgyny.

Its gender is completely

ambiguous, manifesting characteristics associated with both
sexes, and makes no difference to the characterization.

In

more modern literature, androgynous characters play all
these roles, from the extreme of the sexually undelineated,
to cross-dressing, to the assumption of opposite-gender
roles.

A notable example of the combination of two of these

elements appears in Katherine Anne Porter's Ship of Fools in
the form of the male-female twins Armando and Delores, who
call themselves Ric and Rae.

The two are treated as

identical monsters with no separate identity, putting them
in the category of opposite-sex twins with exchangeable
roles, and in the category of being neither male nor female
(Androgyny 44).

Though one form of androgyny may be more

prevalent than another in any given period, examples can be
found of all types.
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CHAPTER TWO

In the tradition of Joan of Arc and Bradamant, Dagny
Taggart, heroine of Ayn Rand's Atlas Shrugged, assumes a
role and characteristics traditionally associated with the
opposite sex.

In doing so, Dagny is part of a movement in

modern fiction which is slowly shifting from the
revolutionary to the accepted norm.

It is becoming less

unusual for a female character to take on an active role
emphasizing her identity as an individual, instead of her
relationship to a man, which has been her accepted place.
Authors even explore the possibility of a female
successfully assuming power over males--a question first
treated in examinations of civilizations where the entire
population experienced the reversal of gender roles.
article "When Women Rule:

In her

Defamiliarization in the Sex-Role

Reversal Utopia," Daphne Patai points out that although sex
role reversal utopias have precedents in early works like
Aristophanes' Parliament of Women (58), "these works really
began to be produced in abundance toward the end of the last
century, when the suffragist movement inflamed opinion on
both sides of the Atlantic, but they continue to be produced
to this day" (56).

Questioning whether a group of women

could rule a society or a country led to the question of
whether one woman could hold a position of authority in a
so-called man's world (like the society in Atlas Shrugged)
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without the protection of other women in a comparable
position or the sanction of society.

Rand gives us a

heroine capable of doing just that, a figure who manages to
surpass or defeat most of the men with whom she comes into
contact, an absolute anomaly in an era still so strongly
influenced by the Victorian ideal of the nuclear family
reinforced by Freud.
Dagny Taggart_is the only heroine of Atlas Shrugged and
the most consistently present of the five principal heroic
characters, as well as a conscious rejection of the Freudian
ideal of womanhood.

As such, she is freq�ently the only

character mentioned in the early reviews of the novel.
However, most of these reviews ignored the characters and
plot of the novel in favor of lambasting or exalting Rand's
philosophical views, generally ranging from distaste to
disgust to horror.

Because only nominal attention was paid

to the characters, few critics recognized the significance
of Dagny's androgyny, though some noted it.

She is one of

the few female characters in modern literature who manages
to succeed in a man's domain.

Unfortunately, reaction to

Rand was usually so powerfully positive or negative that no
real criticism emerged from the reception or, indeed, from
many of the later studies.
Granville Hicks hotly attacked the book in The New York
Times Book Review, belittling her attempt to blend
philosophy into her narrative and even intimating that she

r
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must be a horrible person to have written such a novel.
However, he praised Dagny Taggart's masculine fortitude and
noted that "she performs Herculean labors to keep the trains
running in spite of the incompetence of her brother and
virtually all her associates and subordinates" (4).

In

contrast to Hicks' attack is Lewis Nichols' interview with
Rand, which simultaneously appeared in The New York Times
Book Review.

Nichols mentions Dagny only to say that she

"will, of course, be marrying John Galt" (16), relegating
her to a traditional female role.

He manages to be much

more objective than most, writing factually, only mildly
praising Rand as a person.

But he makes no judgement about

the novel at all except to note the completeness of the
technical details (16).
In an article written four years after the publication
of her last fictional work, John Kobler distanced himself
enough from personal dislike for Rand to limit himself to a
few acid comments, declaring:

"Objectivism has its

Scripture, Atlas Shrugged, whose idollartrous [sic]
superheroes both the founder and the faithful quote as
reverently as the clergymen quote Matthew, Mark, Luke, and
John" (99).

Kobler is correct--Rand did develop the habit

of quoting Galt and the others as though they were real
people.

Kobler also cogently characterizes the dichotomy of

opinion about Rand:
Among critics who deplore Miss Rand's works,

,.
I
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opinion is divided as to which is more stupefying,
her philosophy or her fiction.

They have

variously described her doctrine of self-interest
as making "well-poisoning seem like one of the
kindlier arts," as "crackbrained ratiocination,"
as "a pitiful exercise in something akin to
paranoia," and they have pronounced Atlas Shrugged
"execrable claptrap," "longer than life and twice
as preposterous," "the worst piece of fiction
since The Fountainhead."

The Objectivist zealots

tend to dismiss such disparagement as "smears" and
possibly part of a Communist conspiracy to
discredit the movement.
Quite a number of critics, however, accord
Miss Rand a narrative power, a skill at weaving
intricate plots and creating suspense, that sweep
her millions of readers breathlessly along despite
her cardboard characters, improbable dialogue and
frequent bursts of logorrhea.

(99)

Kobler's article focuses on Rand as a cult figure and a
philosopher.

His treatment of Atlas Shrugged consists

mainly of a plot summary, and his only mention of Dagny
refers to her as ''the heroine, beauteous Dagny Taggart,
operating vice president of Taggart Transcontinental
Railroad" (99).

The language Kobler uses in his summary

indicates that he, like most other critics, finds the novel
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far too long and farcical to merit consideration as serious
literature.
Such an opinion is the basis for the majority of the
critical comments on Atlas Shrugged, which vary only in the
vituperativeness of their language.

Patricia Donnegan's

review of the novel and the anonymous follow-up piece in the
3 January 1958 Commonweal both execrate the novelist and her
work.

Dora Jane Hamblin's 1967 article on the Objectivists,

members of Rand's philosophical movement, restates the same
criticisms about the length and the sometimes opaque
philosophical discourses of the novel, though she largely
ignores it in favor of ranting about the Objectivists
themselves.

Barbara Grizzuti Harrison, once she too has

condemned the length and "flat-footed, inelegant style"
(26), makes several evaluations about Rand's heroes and
heroines.

Her 1978 article sneers, "all Rand's heroes are

given to the utterance of bromides, which they deliver as if
they were unfurling defiant banners" (29).

On the subject

of the heroines specifically, Harrison says, "Rand gave
women haughty, fierce heroines--who sang in their chains and
found ecstasy in surrender" (30).

She continues:

"There

is, provided one lobotomizes the political-feminist section
of one's brain--a certain amount of delicious, randy fun to
be found in this stuff" (30).

Harrison obviously does not

subscribe to the image of Dagny as an ideal woman,
complaining, "Dagny Taggart can make transcontinental trains
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run on time, but she is never happier than when she is
sewing buttons on the stained and sweaty work clothes of her
man" (30).

Harrison resents the reversion to traditional

feminine submission by a character who had had success in a
masculinely dominant role.
Alvin Toffler's 1964 interview awards Rand considerably
more respect than Nichols'.

Toffler's introduction to his

interview, while only mildly laudatory, nevertheless
indicates an objective respect for Rand and a realistic view
of the shortcomings and successes of Atlas Shrugged.

This

same year saw the publication of a book by then primary Rand
disciples Nathaniel and Barbara Branden.

They strive to

maintain an academic distance from their subject, but, as
the author's disciples, they merely lionize Rand and her
work in suitably formal language.

The Brandens also parrot

the accepted Randian opinion on Dagny Taggart, pointing to
her androgynous characteristics in praising her effusively
as the ideal woman:
Dagny is free of psychological conflict, serene in
her basic relationship to existence, passionately
ambitious and creative.

She is the woman thought

to be impossible by the mystics' view of life--and
of sex:

the woman engineer, dealing with the

material world of metal rails and freight cars and
Diesel engines, who is, simultaneously, a
consummately feminine hero-worshipper.

(Who? 174)
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Because Rand demanded unquestioning adherence to her beliefs
and opinions, ranting that deviation was the result of a
defective world view and faulty epistemology, it is not
surprising that the Brandens should have been little more
than mouthpieces for the Randian movement.
Later critics recognized the tendency to get distracted
by Rand's philosophy or their personal feelings, positive
and negative, about the author.

Mimi Reise! Gladstein, for

example, stated in her 1984 work, The Ayn Rand Companion,
that she was attempting to avoid that trap in order to
provide a research companion for the study of Rand and her
works.

Gladstein says of Atlas Shrugged, "there is story

enough to please all but the most zealous critic" (39), but
makes the usual statements about the length and ponderous
philosophical discourses.

She expresses the expected praise

of Dagny, calling her "the most heroic female protagonist in
American fiction" (38) and "the most admirable and
successful heroine in American fiction" (44).

Like the

others, Gladstein neglects to examine the importance of
Rand's positive portrayal of a woman who deviates from
traditional notions of femininity.

Though she strove for

objectivity, the same praises and criticisms previously
attached to Rand and her works appear in her book and
continue to turn up in scholarship on Rand's works.
Barbara Branden's 1986 biography, The Passion of Ayn
Rand, although written years after her excommunication from
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the Collective (Rand's elite group of close disciples) and
her discovery that Rand was having an affair with her
husband, Nathaniel, is nevertheless quite as laudatory on
the subject of Rand' fiction as her earlier statements.
However, her insight into Rand herself has deepened, and she
offers some very revealing statements about Rand's
relationship to her novel and her characters.

After

printing the section of Atlas Shrugged in which Dagny first
sees John Galt, Branden notes:
women are in love:
224).

"In these paragraphs, two

Dagny Taggart and Ayn Rand" (Passion

She points out that Ayn never found the satisfaction

that Dagny found, never discovered her John Galt:
But she would do what, perhaps, mattered to her
even more than finding John Galt in life:

she

would give him reality in a work of art, she would
shape her hero with her own mind and her own
hands; and when the shaping was completed she
would have found her life's great love.

He would

never disappoint her, as every other love had
disappointed her, as every later love would
disappoint her.

He would never leave her, he

would never betray her.
her impassioned worship

But he could never return
He sentenced her

to a lifetime of unrequited love.

(Passion 224)

Barbara Branden's position as close friend and confidante of
Rand provided her the opportunity to see the author with her
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emotional and psychological barriers down.

Consequently,

she and her former husband, Nathaniel Branden, are both in
uniquely advantageous positions to evaluate her thoughts
about and reactions to her own work.

Her biography of Rand

and her ex-husband's autobiography therefore offer the best
penetration into the psychology behind Rand's appropriation
of an androgynous ideal, although it doubtless was also
harder for them to be objective.
James T. Baker's 1987 contribution to Rand scholarship
covers most of the same ground as Mimi Reisel Gladstein's
study.

Baker's evaluation of Atlas Shrugged is more

positive than not, but his final word on the subject is
pessimistic:

"Whether it eventually takes its place as a

classic of American fiction or is judged merely a burst of
ideological wind depends upon the taste of future
generations.

At this time an outsider looking at her career

must choose the latter" (63-64).
contrast, is effusive:

His praise of Dagny, in

"Dagny is bright, rational,

independent, productive

She dominates every scene

without being obnoxious" (63).

Baker, like almost every

other critic, finds much to criticize and even to dislike in
Rand, but much to admire about her creation, Dagny Taggart.
Nathaniel Branden's autobiography, which focuses on his
years with Ayn Rand, reiterates the usual accolades for her
skill as a novelist and her cogency as a philosopher awarded
her by her admirers.

It quotes the usual statements from
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Rand about Dagny Taggart being the ideal woman.

But

Branden's admiration of Dagny (and of Rand) is genuine.
states:

He

"To see a woman in heroic terms seemed very natural

to me--I had never been impressed by conventional notions of
femininity like passivity or weakness--and Dagny did strike
me as an exciting projection of woman at her highest
possibility" (Judgement 83).

Like Barbara's, Branden's

position of personal closeness with Rand offered him a
unique perspective on the woman and her motives in creating
her fiction, but he is unable to provide any new insight
into the work.

Indeed, fresh insights are quite scarce in

the body of Rand criticism.
The majority of critical comments about Dagny are taken
from Rand's statements about her and how she intended Dagny
to be seen.

She carefully crafted the descriptions of Dagny

given by Dagny herself, by the narrator, and by other
characters to create the image of a strong woman denigrated
by her enemies and lauded by her peers.

Dagny's fellow

characters see her as a masculine figure, though whether
they consider it a failing or a strength depends on their
individual natures.

Because this is a fiction where

everything is black and white instead of more realistically
ambiguous, the "bad guys" dislike Dagny, presumably because
she represents everything they could never be and threatens
their illusions about their lives and themselves.

The "good

guys" adore her, since she speaks to all that is noble
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inside them and reassures them in their conviction that at
least a few good people remain in this age of apocalyptic
stupidity.

Yet, Francisco, Hank, and Galt are all able to

react strongly to her as a woman, too, for she is quite
feminine in her physical appearance.

Combining the reaction

evoked by the charismatic Rand and the reaction the homely
Rand wished to evoke, Dagny is the projection of all Rand
thought she was and all she wished to be.
Rand was fond of claiming:
possible flaws eliminated .

"Dagny is myself, with any
. Dagny is myself without a

moment of exhaustion" (Judgement 82}.

Rand.seems to have

forgotten that Dagny does have her one moment of exhaustion
(AS 210), which she permits herself only because she is
alone.

However, apart from that one moment, Dagny is

indefatigable--meeting all challenges and striving to the
bitter end.

Most critics commented on this aspect of

Dagny's personality, likely because it was unusual for a
positive female character to be an achiever, though they
neglected to examine its implications beyond biographical
connections to the author.

Rand saw herself the same way-

as a crusader against wrong-thinking politicians and
philosophers who were mangling the world's motor with their
platitudes and lies.

Perhaps she thought that she did not

succeed in her battle because she lacked Dagny's almost
boundless energy, which would have enabled her to fight
twenty-four hours a day.
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Because she is a projection of Rand's ideal self, the
language Rand employs in describing Dagny reflects what she
considered the best qualities of her own personality.

She

characterizes her by declaring that Dagny "is Kira (We the
Living) if she had grown up in America:

self-confident,

independent, ambitious, action-oriented, highly intelligent
and energetic, and totally feminine, totally at peace with
herself as a woman'' (Judgement 82).

From the way Rand

structured her sentence, she obviously understood the first
group of adjectives to be considered masculine
characteristics because she makes the distinction that she
is also "totally feminine."

Were any of those

characteristics considered feminine, she would not have
placed a qualifying statement at the end to contrast with
the list.

Here, Rand herself implies and defines the nature

of Dagny's androgyny.
The masculine qualities Rand attributes to Dagny are
all aspects of temperament and personality.

In contrast,

the descriptions of Dagny's appearance reveal her to have an
ideal feminine beauty.

As the ideal woman of a misogynist,

Dagny must think and act like a man, because the model of
selfhood associated with the male is Rand's ideal. However,
since she was creating a goddess and not a god, a heroine
and not a hero, Dagny physically had to be a woman.

As

several critics complained, Rand always made her heroes
good-looking and her villains unappealing, so Dagny had to
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Because she was to be the ultimate heroine, she

be pretty.

had to possess a physical self which would reveal her
superlative inner nature.

A handful of critics excoriated

Rand for this penchant, stating that her characters were too
physically perfect to be realistic.

Also, since in writing

the novel Rand was living through Dagny, evident from her
claiming Dagny to be herself, she would make any
improvements she saw fit.

Nathaniel Branden described

Rand's actual appearance as charitably as possible, though
the picture is still of a basically homely person:
Ayn did have two striking attributes:

Dark,

enormous eyes, alive with consciousness and
passion, and beautiful legs, in scale with her
height, which was about five two or three.

She

was very proud of both these features, but apart
from that she did not like her appearance.

Dagny

was the incarnation of Ayn's physical ideal and
frustrated yearnings:

tall, slender, with long

legs and a sculptured face.

(Judgement 83)

Although able to create a philosophical movement which
inspired multitudes and continues even after her death, Rand
demonstrated that even an icon is capable of human
insecurity.
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CHAPTER THREE
Ayn Rand emphatically defined her reason for writing in
her 1971 essay "The Goal of My Writing."

She states:

"The

motive and purpose of my writing is the projection of an
ideal man.

[Rand's emphasis)

The portrayal of a moral

ideal, as my ultimate literary goal, as an end in itself--to
which any didactic, intellectual or philosophical values
contained in the novel are only the means" (162).

Rand's

concept of the morally ideal hero, as she explained to
Barbara Branden (Passion 12), is based on �yrus, a character
in a French children's serial comic with whom she fell in
love as a child.

Hero of Maurice Champagne's "The

Mysterious Valley," Cyrus is an English officer who saved
his friends and the requisite beautiful blonde from the
machinations of the evil Indian rajah holding them prisoner.
Cyrus physically and spiritually embodied everything that
Rand loved.

He remained her ideal all her life and became

the paradigm for her favorite physical type (whom both Frank
and Galt resemble).

Rand described him to Barbara Branden:

"Cyrus was a man of enormous audaciousness, defiant
independence.

All the other officers in the prison were

afraid of the rajah and broken in spirit--except Cyrus.

He

stood holding on to the bars of the cage, hurling insults at
the rajah" (Passion 12).

She exulted, "He was threatened

with torture, with whipping, but he was completely defiant--
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he J ,1 ughed ! " ( Passion

13) .

Cyrus was a concrete focus which

helv'�d Rand articulate her formerly amorphous ideas about
wha� a hero was, enabling her to solidify her concept of the
hero and employ it in creating her own.
Rand's strong focus on a specific heroic type rigidly
defines her heroes, rendering them almost caricatures.

Her

vie•i1 of the world as composed of black and white absolutes,
witti the grey of compromise or uncertainty being evil
(Tortler 39), limits her heroes to acting within a strict
codn �f ethics.

The heroes, in turn, cannot allow the views

of ,,thers to influence them since they carry within
the 11 1::;elves both proper morals and the knowledge of how they
applY to every situation.

Because their ethical system is

sou11d (according to Rand), they are incapable of committing
an immoral act.

They are capable only of making a mistake

in n case in which they do not know all the facts, thus
con 1111 L tting an error of knowledge, not of ethics.

Philip

Go 1.. , 10n proposes that "To prove her case, Rand offers us an
°
ext· l eme individualist-hero in autofetishistic armor, but

wh< irie preoccupation, unlike that of Narcissus, actually
sti- c ingthens him"

(701).

Totally self-involved, the hero

do,,r, not allow perverted ethics to intrude and remains true
to t�,,rndian morality.
Dagny Taggart, as one of these focused heroes, judges
het

actions only by her own code of right and wrong,

aJ 1 ,,wing others to think as they will because her opinion of
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herself is the only one that matters.

The exchange between

Dagny and her brother on her reason for using the untried
Rearden Metal for their rails demonstrates her self-centered
nature.
"Drop it, Jim."
"Well, whose opinion did you take?"
"I don't ask for opinions."
"What do you go by?"
"Judgement."
"Well, whose judgement did you take?"
"Mine."
"But whom did you consult about it?"
"Nobody."

(AS 27)

Whenever one of her decisions is challenged by questioning
who will take responsibility for it, Dagny's reply is always
emphatically that she will.

Possessing a singular assurance

that her every act is correct, virtuous, and ultimately
spiritually or materially profitable, Dagny bulldozes her
way through opposition.
Other characters see an inspiring drive and ability in
Dagny and lament that she was born into an era where she
cannot develop to her fullest potential, being a woman in a
male-dominated world which will not accept a female who
wishes to compete with males as an equal and to ignore
woman's (supposed) natural inclination to subordination.
They pity her for not having a chance in their age, but

►
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Dagny recognizes no such obstacles, only challenges whose
surmounting demonstrates her superiority.

Her attitude

toward their pity is a fiery, "To hell with that.
to make my own chance" (AS 82).
place in her life.

I intend

False modesty also has no

Dagny's reply to her childhood friend

Francisco's question, "You think you're good, don't you?",
is a defiant, "I always did" (AS 99).

Dagny is like Cyrus:

a heroic, larger-than-life being who brooks no self-doubt,
no weakness, no flagging of purpose.
Jack Wheeler, comparing Rand heroes to Aristotle's,
characterizes such individuals as "morally heroic and
heroically rational.

It is this vision of heroic egoism

[Wheeler's emphases) that they both hold up to mankind as an
inspiring and thrilling ethical ideal" (95).

Again the

self-centeredness of the hero is recognized as a virtue and
a strength.

The characters who lack the same depth of

conviction possessed by Dagny and her fellow heroes are held
up to ridicule and dashed into ruin because of their
vacillation.

Jim Taggart first loses his authority as

president of his company, then control of his business, and
finally the business itself because he refuses to make any
decisions or take any responsibility.

Scientist Dr. Robert

Stadler sanctions both temporarily banning Rearden Metal and
the use of an indiscriminately destructive weapon which
flattens everything within a certain radius because he
cannot find the backbone to fight his colleagues.

He
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becomes a broken man because of the catastrophes which
result from his abandonment of his principles.

In contrast,

Dagny and her fellow heroic beings--d'Anconia, Rearden, and
Galt (and the peripheral but heroic Danneskjold)--succeed
because they have an unswerving dedication to a set code of
ethics.
Dagny's assertiveness, which arises from her self
centeredness, is a traditionally masculine characteristic,
as are all the other elements of her personality except for
her desire to submit physically and emotionally to worthy
males.

Unlike Lillian Rearden (socialite �ife of Dagny's

lover, Hank Rearden), Dagny is never content to bask in the
reflected glow from a man, nor is she willing to defer to a
man's judgement merely because he is a male and she a
female, a supposedly subordinate role.
to those men who can conquer her.

Dagny will bow only

In doing so they prove

that they hold the same ethics she does, for only those who
Even her

have the proper Randian morals can ever triumph.

submission is an act committed from a position of power
because she knows that she can refuse any who are unworthy.
Her decision to temporarily yield control is conscious and
deliberate.

Her first lover, Francisco d'Anconia,

articulates for her the significance of such an act being a
rational decision:

"Dagny, you want to crawl?

know what the word means and you never will.
crawl by acknowledging it as honestly as that.

You don't
One doesn't
Don't you
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suppose I know that your begging was the bravest thing you
could do?" (AS 192).

Whether Dagny's submission is sexual,

social, or in business, she always retains her masculine
self-assurance by retaining control of her decision to
submit.
Although Dagny readily assumes the Randian (and
Freudian/Victorian) role of submissive female in her sexual
relationships, she is masculinely strong and aggressive in
all other circumstances.

Dagny recognizes and admits the

masculine side of her nature, but she is less accepting of
her femininity, less likely to acknowledge it or emphasize
it.

She falls in with the tendency of women operating in a

male's sphere to camouflage themselves by becoming "honorary
men" (Reinventing 31), a trend which Heilbrun explains.
Being obviously physically female, she need not emphasize
it, but in order to be taken seriously in the man's world in
which she functions, Dagny must emphasize her less-obvious
masculine characteristics.

She chose such a life early and

let nothing stand in her way once she had.

By the age of

nine, Dagny had already decided to run her family's
railroad, and at twelve she informed her friend Eddie
Willers of her ambition.

Only years later did she

recognize any possible obstacle:

"She was fifteen when it

occurred to her for the first time that women did not run
railroads and that people might object.
she thought--and never worried

To hell with that,

about it again" (AS 55).
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Dagny is aware of the role women are supposed to play, but
such considerations are too far beneath her even for
contempt because she considers herself too far above average
humanity for its rules to apply:

"She felt a bored

indifference toward the immediate world around her .
She never tried to explain why she liked the railroad.
Whatever it was others felt, she knew that this was one
emotion for which they had no equivalent and no response"
(AS 55).

Although men are supposed to be driven, hard

bitten businessmen and women are supposed to be passive,
yielding society mavens or hausfraus, Dagny.assumes a
masculine role because she is constitutionally unsuited for
the feminine role.
As a teenager she attempts to enjoy herself in the
company of these "others" by allowing her mother to give a
ball for her debut.

She hopes that in a beautiful setting

they will rise to the occasion and be clever and exciting.
Her contempt for the mass of humanity only deepens when she
observes that they think that the atmosphere will
automatically make them romantic, an attitude she cannot
comprehend.
be of it.

Dagny can only be in that world; she can never
Her mother's first sight of her under the lights

at this first ball reinforces her separateness:

"Dagny's

bearing seemed almost indecent, because this was the way a
woman would have faced a ballroom centuries ago, when the
act of displaying one's half-naked body for the admiration
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of men was an act of daring, when it had meaning" (AS 102).
Her mother is thrilled to see her tomboy so decorative, but
Dagny's disillusionment with the occasion makes her slip
When her mother asks whether she

back into her old role.

enjoyed meeting all the young men, her answer confirms her
contempt:

"What men?

There wasn't a man there I couldn't

squash ten of" (AS 103) .
Her contempt for most of humanity in no way equals her
disgust with her brother, Jim.

He is titular head of

Taggart Transcontinental by virtue of being the male heir,
although everyone, including her brother, knows that she
runs it.

When an incompetent friend of Jim's is made

Operating Vice-President of the railroad, Dagny threatens to
quit unless she is given his position because she has been
doing his job anyway, and it is too much trouble to have to
work around the man's blunders.
Dagny, you're a woman!
It's unheard of!

Her brother objects:

"But,

A woman as Operating Vice-President?

The board won't consider it!" (AS 59-60).

The board accepts her unanimously.

Jim Taggart resents

Dagny's innate competence as much as she hates his
ineffectuality, as the tone of his response to Eddie
Willers' question about how to deal with a rail shortage
reveals:

"Taggart asked slowly, his voice half-mocking,

half-cautious, 'What did my sister say?'" (AS 16).

The

mocking part of his tone demonstrates his contempt, and the
caution betrays his recognition that she is deservedly in
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charge.
Jim's friends also dislike Dagny.

She forces them to

question their codes of morality, and they feel somehow
diminished in her presence.

Balph Eubank, Jim's associate

and a writer "who was described as the literary leader of
the age, but [who] had never written a book that sold more
than three thousand copies" (AS l30), derides Dagny at a
party for her brother's delectation.

He classifies her as

"an unusual phenomenon in the field of economics" and "a
symptom of the illness of our
century.

A decadent product of the machin� age" (AS l35).

He continues:

"Machines have destroyed man's humanity,

. killed his soul and turned him into an insensitive robot.
There's an example of it--a woman who owns a railroad,
instead of practicing the beautiful craft of the handloom
and bearing children" (AS 135).

Dagny threatens Eubank

because he sees in her a woman who is better at being a man
than he is, and he belittles her success as a person by
attacking what he considers her failings as a woman.
Lillian Rearden, wife of Dagny's lover, also finds
Dagny threatening not only because she is an unfamiliar
creature but also because she does not hold the same esteem
for a woman's traditional position that Lillian does.

In

chatting with Jim and Dagny upon their arrival at one of her
parties, she comments:

"Oh, but I am quite resigned to

taking second place in the shadow of my husband.

I am
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humbly aware that the wife of a great man has to be content
with reflected glory--don't you think so, Miss Taggart?" (AS
134).

Dagny's reply is a curt "No" (AS 134).

Lillian

regards her as less than a woman for this attitude and so
develops a great dislike for her, which blinds her to her
husband's attraction to Dagny.

Lillian defends him to her

friends who rumor it that Dagny is Hank Rearden's mistress,
dismissing the whole idea as preposterous.

In recounting

her friends' intimations she reassures Hank that she set
them straight, adding:

"I know that the Taggart woman is

perfectly sexless and doesn't give a damn about you--and
darling, I know that if you ever had the courage for
anything of the sort, which you haven't, you wouldn't go for
an adding machine in tailored suits" (AS 219).

Dagny's

androgyny provides false comfort to Lillian, for not only
are they having an affair, but Hank loves Dagny and feels
mainly indifference toward Lillian.
One of the few women who actually loves and respects
Dagny for her unique attitude is her new sister-in-law,
Cherryl Taggart.

Cherryl marries Jim because she is a

shopgirl dazzled by his affluence and the power she thinks
he has.

At her wedding she haughtily informs Dagny that she

is now the woman of the family, to which Dagny responds:
"That's quite all right,

. . I'm the man" (AS 374).

Her

comment reveals that she is conscious of the masculinity of
her nature and that she revels in it.

Cherryl has fallen in
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love with Jim's public persona, the Mighty Railroad Tycoon,
not recognizing him for a weak sham artist appropriating his
sister's reputation until he has driven her [Cherryl] almost
She visits Dagny one night

insane with cowardly bullying.

after fleeing in the face of another fight, apologizing to
her sister-in-law.

ran Taggart Transcontinental.
Galt Line.

It was you who built the John

It was you who had the mind and the courage that

kept all of it alive .
because I

"I know it was you who

She confesses:

. But, you see, I married Jim

. I thought that he was you" (AS 824).

This

encounter is not a mark of hidden lesbianism in either the
characters or Rand, for Cherryl loves the ideal she sees in
Dagny, the image of what a human being could and should be,
not the physical being.
Another who sees Dagny as an ideal is Eddie Willers,
employee of Taggart Transcontinental and her childhood
playmate.

He accepts and even admires the masculine side of

her nature, realizing that it makes her an effective leader.
He has unbounded confidence in Dagny because he recognizes
that she has great faith in herself:
trouble in the office.

But she's not worried.

she can pull us through" (AS 66).
proves them both right.

"Oh, there's always
She knows

Crisis after crisis

Dagny personally assumes control

over building a new line to save Taggart Transcontinental
after the government denudes it.
the only means to manage the job.

An independent company is
Forced to assume her
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position, in name, after she quits Taggart Transcontinental
to build the John Galt Line, Eddie wails:

"Why are they

doing everything in their power to make it impossible for
her to succeed, when she's all they've got standing between
them and destruction?" (AS 208).

Having grown up with Dagny

and having worked under her for years, Eddie recognizes the
true scope of her abilities and her indefatigable self
confidence.
These same indomitable qualities evidence themselves to
Dr. Robert Stadler, a scientist who works for the State
Science Institute.

Stadler has prostituted himself to the

looter (Rand's term for her villains) government which is
ruining Dagny and her friends and perverting everything for
which they stand.

But he was once on their side and still

recognizes a kindred spirit, even in a female.
visits him at the Institute, he queries:

When she

"Do you know what

it's like to feel suddenly that one can talk without the
strain of trying to force some sort of understanding out of
a vacuum?"

(AS 179).

She asks him to repeal the ban on

Rearden Metal, which has been declared unsafe, after which
he lambasts the looters but explains to Dagny:

''You are an

unusual, brilliant child who has not yet seen enough of life
to grasp the full measure of human stupidity.
very hard all my life.

I've fought

I'm very tired" (AS 184).

He begs

Dagny to understand why he has sold out because he sees in
her life a reproach to his own and knows that he is not
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strong enough to fight as she asks him to.

She is

everything he once was and taught people to be, but he is
overwhelmed by hopelessness.
Ellis Wyatt, a Colorado businessman who uses the
Taggart railroad to transport his oil, informs Dagny at
their first meeting:

"I came to see you because I

understand you're the only one who's got any brains in this
rotten outfit" (AS 83).

Though expressed gruffly, this is

high praise in an age where most people are content to feed
off the ability of a few men of action.

Wyatt also

recognizes that a woman can possess qualities traditionally
associated with masculinity.

Women of Dagny's society were

expected to be passive, nonintellectual, fragile,
unambitious socialites with no head for business, no
capability for hard work, and no strength of character or
will.

Dagny is none of these.

She is a hard-bitten,

driven, brilliant, forceful, logical businessman who cares
nothing for the opinions of society, living instead by the
strength of her convictions.

Although some of the

characters view these traits as negative and some as
positive, all agree that she exhibits them.

At the same

time, she is a beautiful woman, not at all masculine in
appearance but, instead, very delicate and appealing.

She

is also very passionate with her lovers and submissive to
their will.

Outside, Dagny is all woman, but inside she is

almost totally masculine except for her desire to find men
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stronger than her to whom she can submit.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Dagny's physical appearance starkly contrasts with her
masculine temperament.

Unlike many strong female

characters, she is in no way plain or masculine in
appearance.

Though she is very tough, Dagny presents an

aspect of extremely feminine vulnerability and fragility.
The reader's first glimpse of her, on a train travelling
back to New York, emphasizes both her physical beauty and
her inherent androgyny:
Her leg, sculptured by the tight.sheen of the
stocking, its long line running straight, over an
arched instep, to the tip of a foot in a high
heeled pump, had a feminine elegance that seemed
out of place in the dusty train car and oddly
incongruous with the rest of her.

She wore a

battered camel's hair coat that had been
expensive, wrapped shapelessly around her slender,
nervous body

. A sweep of brown hair fell

back, almost touching the line of her shoulders.
Her face was made of made of angular planes, the
shape of her mouth clear-cut, a sensual mouth held
closed with inflexible precision.

She kept her

hands in the coat pockets, her posture taut, as if
she resented immobility, and unfeminine, as if she
were unconscious of her own body and that it was a
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woman's body.

(AS 20)

Dagny is careless of how she presents herself to the world,
rarely bothering to emphasize her femininity through dress,
makeup, or ornamentation, or even to give what she wears
much consideration at all.

She favors shapeless coats and

mannish suits, not deliberately hiding her figure but making
no effort to emphasize it.
However, others are very conscious of her physical
beauty.

When she visits Francisco at his hotel after not

seeing him for a few years, he laughs at her plain suit:
"If you came here dressed like this in order not to let me
notice how lovely you are,
lovely" (AS 116).

. you miscalculated.

You're

Even in her drab garb, Francisco is able

to see her as a woman, though others tend not to notice her
femininity until she is in evening dress.

Lillian Rearden's

first sight of Dagny at a party is a shock:

"Seeing her in

the suits she wore, one never thought of Dagny Taggart's
body.

The black dress seemed excessively revealing--because

it was astonishing to discover that the lines of her
shoulder were fragile and beautiful" (AS 133).

Lillian's

adherence to traditional standards of femininity had
prevented her from viewing Dagny as a woman.
In contrast to Lillian's blindness is her husband's
instant recognition of Dagny's beauty.

Hank first spots her

at his construction site, standing atop a flatcar:

"Had he

asked himself a moment earlier whether he carried in his
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mind an image of what he wanted a woman to look like, he
would have answered that he did not; yet, seeing her, he
knew that this was the image and that it had been for years"
(AS 527).

Here again is the characterization of Dagny as

the ideal woman.

However, Hank's concept of her as

physically ideal focuses on her as an object of beauty, not
as a human being.
woman .

Hank "was not looking at her as at a

he was held by the astonishment of realizing

how seldom he came upon a sight he truly liked, .

. . and

what he felt was the sheer pleasure of the sight, the purest
aesthetic pleasure he had ever experienced'� (AS 527).

Hank

reacts to Dagny as a visible object rather than as a person,
so her masculine side, being psychological rather than
physical, is not evident to him.

Seeing only her feminine

attributes, Hank regards Dagny as an ideal woman.
John Galt's first sight of Dagny, like Lillian's, is
when she is wearing evening clothes.

However, ·instead of

being at a party, she is in her own element--the train
station.

He recounts this moment to her thus:
I saw that you wore a long gown, the color of ice,
like the tunic of a Grecian goddess, but you had
the short hair and the imperious profile of an
(You] looked like a symbol

American woman
of luxury and .

.

you seemed to bring wealth,

grace, extravagance and the enjoyment of life back
to their rightful owners, . .

. you had a look of
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energy

a nd

competence
G alt, like Rearden

of its rew a rd, together, a look of
a nd

and

luxury combined.

(AS 724)

Fr a ncisco, re a cts to D a gny's

combin a tion of m a sculinity and femininity in

a

strongly

He also loves her immediately, though the other

sexual w a y.

two must get to know her before they c a n f a ll in love.
has the

advant a ge

G a lt

of h a ving heard Fr ancisco sing D a gny's

pr a ises for two ye a rs before he ever sees her.
feminists m a y consider

a

While

powerfully sexua l reaction

demeaning, Rand considered it a gre at tribute.

Her

philosophy of sex was th a t one will desire . a person who
reflects one's own highest opinion of oneself.
recognize themselves

as

equ a l them in heroism.

Heroes who

such will desire other beings who
Cringing vill a ins will lo a the

themselves so much that they will gravitate tow ard those
they view
dictates.

as

equally lo a thsome,

as

their low self-esteem

One's choice of sexual p artner is thus

inextric a bly bound to one's self-im age.
necessit a tes

a n a ndrogynous

This view

rel a tionship between the two

parties, since they must be psychologic a l equa ls.

In the

ca se of heterosexual rela tionships, the p a rties will be a
ma le and fem a le who

a re

essentially the s a me, reg ardless of

whether they h a ve tr a dition a lly masculine or tr aditiona lly
feminine person a lities.
R a nd's interview with Alvin Toffler addresses her
theories on the proper place of sex

a nd

love in the life of
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someone dedicated to one's chosen profession.

She tells

Toffler that sex is such a person's "greatest reward'' (38).
She continues:

"love is an expression of self-esteem, of

the deepest values in a man's or a woman's character.

One

falls in love with the person who shares these values" (38).
Here Rand breaks several stereotypes--the sexless
workaholic, the pure-minded woman without a libido, the
submissive female who waits to be chosen by a man who will
complete her by lending her his masculinity.

Dagny assumes

an autonomy in her love relationships which was denied the
traditional woman who could not be trusted _to make her own
decisions about whom to take as a lover or a husband.
Dagny's sex life, while unusual or even immoral to the
Puritan or Victorian conscience, is totally moral and even
admirable in Rand's world.

Dagny's three lovers are her

equals, and she enters into each of the relationships with
complete cognizance of her motivations.
Rand's ultimate image of the proper sexual relationship
is that of Siegfried and Brunhild, a female warrior
submitting only to the man who can best her in battle, who
tosses herself at his feet after he proves himself dominant.
Dagny's first sexual experience is with her childhood
friend, Francisco d'Anconia, who demonstrated himself
superior to her in almost every endeavor.

Though she feels

a bit fearful at first, largely because she is a virgin, she
recognizes the act as something she wants and encourages:

f
i

1
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She knew that fear was useless,

. . that he left

nothing possible to her except the thing she
wanted most--to submit .

She lay still--as

the motionless, then the quivering object of an
act which he did simply, unhesitatingly, as of
right, the right of the unendurable pleasure it
(AS 107)

gave them.

She feels no guilt afterward, only a powerful sense that
what they did was right and even inevitable because they
were equals meant for each other.
This situation occurs in different form� in each sexual
relationship between Rand's heroes.

Dagny's first sexual

experience with Rearden arises out of the same spirit as her
encounter with Francisco.

Rearden does not yet recognize

the act as anything but depraved weakness on both their
parts because his experience has only been with Lillian.
She has made him feel, like a Victorian, that sex is
depraved and dirty.

His negative view is the result of only

having known sex with a depraved (in Rand's terms) being, so
he treats Dagny harshly.

But she recognizes it in her

terms:

. that her defiance was

"Yet she knew .

submission, that the purpose of all her violent strength was
only to make his victory the greater" (AS 240).

She knows

the moment to be, not the lowest depravity of two human
beings, but "the moment when, in answer to the highest of
one's values, in admiration not to be expressed by any other
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form of tribute, one's spirit makes one's body become the
tribute" (AS 241).

Dagny has become Brunhild to the latest

Siegfried, and in culmination of their successfully
completing the John Galt Line, the two join in sexual union
as a natural extension of their triumph over the looters of
the human spirit.
Dagny's final and ultimate Siegfried is John Galt, whom
she finally meets in his utopia, Galt's Gulch.

Although

both automatically desire each other, they have not yet had
their mutual triumph and so deny themselves the pleasure
until the appropriate time.

That moment c�mes, in typical

climactic Randian fashion, after Dagny has given an
inspiringly defiant speech to her railroad workers, in which
she revamps the rail system in her final effort to keep her
trains running.

She spots Galt in the crowd, and, finishing

her speech, dashes down a tunnel, knowing he will follow
her.

This being Rand's world, he does.

They stop in a

deserted part of the tunnel where they take each other
without speaking.

Dagny unfemininely initiates (however

indirectly) sexual contact and demonstrates that she values
sex quite as much as the stereotypical male.

His touch

engenders in her a feeling that "was like a cry of impatient
demand, which she was now incapable of naming, except that
it had the same quality of ambition as the course of her
life, the same inexhaustible quality of radiant greed" (AS
888).

Rand discounts the assumption that women abhor sex
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and are merely fulfilling a duty in allowing the male to
relieve his libidinous pressures.

They have the expected

violent sex Rand favored in her fiction, admit their love
afterward, then plan how to finish off the looters and save
the world.

Undeniably, there is a great deal of

melodramatic "delicious, randy fun" (Harrison 30) in these
scenes, but Rand's challenging of the traditional notions of
female sexuality (or the lack thereof) completes the
androgyny of Dagny Taggart's nature.

Although the feminine

tendency toward submission is still evident, allowing her to
enter into a sexual relationship with a man which is based
on inherent equality fits the basic masculinity of Dagny's
psychology.
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CONCLUSION
Ayn Rand reveals much about her mindset and prejudices
in crafting Dagny Taggart as the epitome of the heroic
female.

Dagny is completely feminine in physical

appearance, which no drab clothing can hide, but masculine
in attitude.

She is virtually a man in a woman's body, with

the exception of her need to submit to a stronger male.
Rand created such a figure because she was a misogynist.
Her conception of femininity is so negative that she could
find no redeeming characteristics associated.with the
traditional female except perfection of the outward self and
the tendency toward submission, the latter being what she
considered the ultimate expression of femininity.

Barbara

Branden's biography of Rand points out that the author had
great difficulty relating to women and so formed few
friendships with them (17).

This inability to relate to her

own sex arose from scorn of the weak, shallow uselessness of
the majority of the women with whom Rand was surrounded in
her childhood.
Such a circumstance, Heilbrun points out, is not
unusual:

"Among those women writers who struggle through .

. to a sense of [their] own capabilities and even the
imagination of a fictional heroine who possesses them, there
is, more often than not, as in women generally, a
concomitant despising of women'' (Reinventing 85).

Having
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occasionally attempted friendships with the girls she knew
at school or with her relatives, she was consistently
disillusioned because none of them met her exacting
standards for rational conduct, philosophical integrity, or
intellectual ability.

Rand therefore developed a negative

attitude toward all women, though she was more open to
foreign females raised in cultures she believed conducive to
a spirit of freedom.

She was disappointed more often than

not, since few human beings, male or female, could match her
standards for conduct and thought.

However, since Rand had

a concept of the ideal hero in her mind, anyone who
physically resembled the illustrations which accompanied the
Cyrus comic was likely to have these qualities projected
upon him, at least until he proved himself irrevocably
otherwise.

Her image of the conquering, heroic male and the

submissive, victimized female which arose from this comic
and, most importantly, from prejudices inculcated by society
made it easier for Rand to see males as inherently worthy
and harder for her to view females as such.
Since Rand's concept of the hero was inextricably
connected to traditionally masculine characteristics, and
since Rand herself knew very few women she considered worthy
of her friendship, much less heroic, she created a heroine
who is almost all masculine.

She adopted a male after which

to pattern all her heroic figures, male and female, because
it is the mindset associated with maleness and the
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psychological development supposedly exclusive to boys which
produces human beings with the drive to succeed and dominate
(Reinventing 31).

Freud proposed that this circumstance

arose from a childhood realization.

Males, he argued,

believe that they are inherently superior because they
possess a penis, which he regarded as an indication of
power.

Females, on the other hand, are naturally submissive

because they realize that they lack one.

Aggressive or

dominant behavior manifested by a female he regarded as the
result of penis envy, the desire of the female to either
possess or destroy the emblem of power.

T��refore, Freudian

criticism would characterize Dagny's passionate lifelong
desire to control her family's railroad as an expression of
suppressed penis envy and would likely point out the
symbolic significance of trains and their link to penile
imagery.

Jungian critics, by contrast, would say that

Dagny's dominant behavior expresses a very strong connection
to her animus, although they would consider hers a case of
overbalancing since her masculine side dominates.

Rand's

belief that a thing is either right or wrong and that any
compromise is evil prohibited her from recognizing a need to
deviate from her original heroic formula.

Thus, though her

characters differ in physical description and occupation,
all her heroes (male or female) fit one prescribed mold.
Since this mold is based on a male and his character
attributes, a female character drawn from this pattern would
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be androgynous--physically female and attitudinally almost
entirely masculine.
Rand's concept of the hero would never. have allowed her
to create a positive feminine character, only a positive
female one who was masculine.

Because she hated most women,

Rand attempted to fight the traditional notions of
femininity that produced these useless socialites and
unintelligent drudges.

Unfortunately, she was unconsciously

strengthening the stereotypes she was trying to destroy.
Dagny is a positive androgynous figure who challenges the
accepted role of women.

She is contrasted with the evil

socialite Lillian Rearden to demonstrate the superiority of
the androgynous personality.

However, Rand's frequent

reminders that Dagny's attitude is considered both by others
and by herself to be masculine weakens any notion that these
positive attributes are characteristics of worthwhile human
beings, regardless of gender.

Instead, they are still

associated with the male, making her message not that a
person must have these attributes to be valuable, but that
men who possess these attributes are exactly as they ought
to be.

Women must be like the males to be valuable.

Dagny

Taggart, although both an heroic and an androgynous
character, is not a positive portrait of the androgynous
personality because her androgyny arises out of Rand's
misogynism, not out of her belief in the ultimate equality
of humankind.
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